London, Longman & Co., 1847. pft. Mayo has surely not the gift of lucid expression, if the reader may judge from the introductory remarks of his volume.
.
"
The march of science in medical philosophy must follow the laws of the ^ductive process, and ascend from individual instances to general propositions. the application of the proposition to general practice, the direction of thought is reversed. But we should err if we limited the science of medicine by this Ascription of it: for pari passu with the proceeding there noticed, and subsidiary to ;the application of the principles so acquired, another highly scientific ?Peration is required. Indeed, the march of science towards the formation and Application of general principles will be practically fruitless, if the above-meni?ned procedure be deemed all-sufficient; if an inquiry be not at the same time v'Rorously conducted as to the shades of difference which separate from each ther cases 0f tiie same kind. In the first point of view in which I have placed ?Us subject, we deal with facts in relation to their common points; but in this ,.^?nd point of view we have to deal with them in relation to their discrepancies, he first operation is statistical in its nature, and would lead to an undiscrimiatlng practice. The latter operation unties the facts thus accumulated, and uhjects them to an ordeal which is requisite to their exact use. Sueh is the motive of our author's present appearance before the public. e bulk of his work is taken up with detached, and sometimes fragmenary? reports of cases, deemed to be illustrative of various forms of disease. [April I We shall briefly notice most of the chapters in succession. Chapter I. is occupied with the history of three cases of Peritonitis.
In the two first, which occurred in children 8 and 11 years of age, purulent effusion was found to have taken place into the abdomen, without, as it would seem, any well-marked symptoms of abdominal suffering having been manifested during life. There is a morbid appearance, related in the account of the dissection of one of these cases, that is surely very uncommon. " The external coat of the peritoneum," it is stated, " the muscles being dissected from it, was red and covered with apparent granulations secreting pus." Are we to understand from this that the external surface of the abdominal peritoneum had been secreting a quantity of pus ?
The 
